Master of Science in Finance

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY MARYLAND
Sellinger School of Business
**PRE-PROGRAM COMPETENCY**
Quantitative Pre-program Competencies
(online resources provided)

**CORE**
- FI 703 + Financial Applications and Strategy
- GB 715 + Applied Business Statistics

**CHOICE OF:**
- FI 723 + Portfolio Management
- OR
- FI 825 + Sellinger Applied Portfolio Fund
- FI 722 + Investments Analysis
- FI 724 + Financial Markets and Institutions
- FI 725 + Advanced Corporate Finance
- FI 726 + International Finance
- FI 822 + Fixed Income Securities
- FI 823 + Derivatives and Risk Management
- FI 827 + Valuation

Total Maximum Credits: 30
(3 credits per course)

The MSF curriculum contains a rigorous set of courses that will help students prepare for professional certification exams such as the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA). The MSF curriculum covers the content of approximately two of three CFA exams.
The MSF program is a degree for professionals in or aspiring to a career in finance.

**Demonstrated quantitative skills** ▶ **Analytical thinking** ▶ **Desire for advancement or certification**

**How You’ll ENTER**

Strong GPA and Target GMAT score of 500+

GMAT waivers available for qualified candidates.

- APPLICATION
- OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT(S)
- GMAT/GRE
- RÉSUMÉ
- LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION
- ESSAY

**VITAL STATISTICS**

Master of Science in Finance

**PER-COURSE TUITION**

Classes at Timonium and Columbia Campuses

[Map of Maryland]
MASTER of SCIENCE in FINANCE

What You’ll EXPERIENCE

WEEKNIGHT CLASSES
Hybrid and online course options
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CHOICE OF CAMPUS
TIMONIUM or COLUMBIA

ACCESS TO MAJOR FINANCIAL DATABASES

REAL-TIME PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT OPTION

STUDY AT YOUR OWN PAGE

30 CREDITS

Real World EXPERIENCES

Immediate applicability
Case-based learning
Prepare for Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) exams
Career services available
Opportunity to build a diverse professional network

AVERAGE CLASS SIZE: 15-20

Available MERIT AWARDS

AMONG THE ELITE PERCENTAGE of schools in the world with AACSB DUAL ACCREDITATION

Opportunity to build a diverse professional network
With the Loyola MSF—and the skills and financial acumen you’ll need to advance your career and achieve leadership roles in a variety of financial organizations

As a critical communicator who translates complex financial concepts that enable individual and corporate decision making

As a part of a highly active and influential grad school alumni network 20,000 strong

Transfer up to 12 credits to or from the Professional’s MBA

FACULTY comprising EQUAL PARTS:

LEADING-EDGE SCHOLARSHIP

Exhaustive Practical EXPERIENCE

Unquenchable Curiosity
Dual Accreditation in Business and Accounting